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DETERMINING THE CHANGE IN PCR EFFICIENCY WITH CYCLE NUMBER 

AND CHARACTERIZING THE EFFECT OF SERIAL DILUTIONS ON THE DNA 

SIGNAL 

 

CHENG-TSUNG HU 

	  

ABSTRACT 

The ability to obtain deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) profiles is generally 

considered a powerful tool when examining evidence associated with a crime 

scene. However, variability in peak heights associated with short tandem repeats 

(STR) signal complicates DNA interpretation; particularly, low-template complex 

mixtures, which are regularly encountered during evidentiary analysis. In order to 

elucidate the sources that cause peak height variability a dynamic model, which 

simulates; 1) the serial dilution process; 2) polymerase chain reaction (PCR); and 

3) capillary electrophoresis (CE) was built and used to generate simulated DNA 

evidentiary profiles. 

In order to develop the dynamic model, PCR efficiencies were 

characterized. This was accomplished using empirical quantitative polymerase 

chain reaction (qPCR) data. Specifically, the ratios of fluorescent readings of two 

consecutive cycles were evaluated. It was observed that the efficiency fluctuated 

at early cycles; stabilized during the middle cycles; and plateaued during later 

cycles. The relationship between the change in efficiency and the concentration 
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of amplicons was modeled as an exponential function. Subsequently, this 

exponential relationship was incorporated into the dynamic model as a part of the 

PCR module. 

Using the dynamic laboratory model, the effect of serially diluting a 

concentrated DNA extract to a low–template concentration was assessed in an 

effort to determine whether serially diluted samples are a good representation of 

evidence samples which contain low copy number of cells. To accomplish this, 

peak height variances and the frequency of drop-out between serially and non-

serially diluted samples were compared. The results showed that diluting the 

sample had a substantial influence on allelic drop-out. However, the distributions 

of the observed peak heights did not consistently change; though, changes in 

peak height distributions became more pronounced with samples at lower 

targets. The peak height equivalency (PHE) was also used to aid in the 

determination of the effect of serial dilutions on reproducibility. There was not a 

major change in PHE between serially and non-serially diluted samples. 
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1.0 Introduction 

  1.1    Challenges in Forensic DNA Analysis 

 The polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is widely used in many different 

disciplines, including biochemistry and molecular biology. It is considered a 

sensitive method because the target deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) fragments 

exponentially increase during each PCR cycle. If binary forensic DNA 

comparisons are made, the peak height variability is of little consequence. The 

exception is when peak heights are in the stochastic range – the range where 

allelic drop-out is likely. If continuous interpretation methods are employed, then 

the peak height variability is of importance since the determination of the 

likelihood ratio depends upon the ability to characterize and use peak height 

information. In either case, validation of the interpretation method is required, and 

typically requires a set of mock evidence samples. Usually, these validation 

samples are extracted, quantified, mixed (if applicable), diluted and taken to be a 

good representation of low-template evidence samples. Here the assumption that 

these diluted samples result in the same ‘stochastic’ results and peak height 

variability is revisited.  

 In the forensic setting, short tandem repeats (STR) analysis is commonly 

employed. Typically, forensic biological samples undergo DNA extraction, 

quantification, amplification, and capillary electrophoresis (CE). After CE, profiles 

containing allelic information at selected loci are generated; and interpretation of 

the profile is conducted. Each stage of the testing has a certain level of variance 
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that could potentially affect the result of the STR analysis. It is not only the 

experimental variability that has to be considered, but also the nature of the 

evidentiary samples. Profiles obtained from evidence found at crime scenes are 

not pure and typically contain small quantities of DNA and signal interference 

from other contributors. This can lead to allele drop-out within a mixture profile. 

Since the condition of the evidentiary samples cannot be controlled, it is 

important to understand the effect of experimental variability on DNA signal and 

to determine if the experimental procedure needs to be modified in order to 

prevent the occurrence of lost information which leads to more difficult 

interpretation. 

  1.2     Dynamic Modeling 

A dynamic model was previously developed to simulate the forensic DNA 

analysis process from quantification to capillary electrophoresis (CE)1. There 

were three modules in the model: serial dilutions (Figure 1.); PCR (Figure 2.); 

and CE (Figure 3.). In the serial dilutions module, up to three dilutions could be 

conducted, and the mean volume and standard deviation of the volume pipetted 

for DNA stock and Buffer could be modified. In addition, the DNA molecules were 

assumed to be evenly distributed, according to the Poisson distribution, within 

the solution2. In the PCR module, the model was built based on the loci used in 

Identifiler® PLUS STR amplification kit1. Here, the user has the ability to change 

the variation in PCR efficiency (E) where E is assumed to be normally distributed 

around mean 1. The CE module was developed in order to simulate the process 
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of DNA separation and allows the user to modify the relative standard deviation 

of peak height originating from CE. Therefore, a profile containing allelic 

information and allele height information is generated after every run or 

simulation. 

 

Figure 1. The interface of the section of the serial dilutions of the dynamic model. 
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Figure 2. The interface of the section of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of 
the dynamic model. 
 

 

Figure 3. The interface of the section of the capillary electrophoresis (CE) of the 
dynamic model. 
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The purpose of building this dynamic model was multi-fold: One of its main 

purposes is to allow the user to enter and modify various laboratory settings 

which may impact DNA signal. Once variability is introduced into the laboratory 

model, the simulated data could be used to evaluate the effects of these 

laboratory modifications on the signal. Thus, laboratory processes can be 

scrutinized individually with any experimental condition, without expending a lot 

of resources.  

  1.3    Variations of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Efficiency 

Many studies have examined, analyzed or modeled PCR efficiency while 

trying to properly determine its value. For example, there are two methods that 

have been used to evaluate the cycle efficiency; First is calculating the ratio 

between the number of DNA molecules between subsequent cycles 3,4; Second 

is calculating the ratio between the fluorescence signal at a cycle and the 

fluorescence signals between subsequent cycles5,6. Higuchi et al. (1993), 

Gevertz et al. (2005) and Rutledge et al. (2008) suggested that the fluorescence 

signal at a cycle proportionally represent the number of DNA molecules at that 

cycle in a positive direction5–7. Therefore, the fluorescence signal obtained using 

quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was chosen in this study to 

evaluate PCR efficiency because the fluorescence data for every cycle could be 

monitored and obtained through real-time qPCR.  
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As a result, though PCR efficiency is typically assumed to be 1 in; 

𝐶! = 𝐶! ∙ 1+ 𝐸 !   (Equation 1.), 

where Cn is the concentration of DNA amplicons at cycle n, C0 is the 

concentration of DNA molecules before amplification; and E is the efficiency of 

amplification, stochastic variation associated with primer binding, polymerization 

and denaturation, makes this unlikely. Rather, it may be reasonable to assume 

that 𝐸 = 1± σE, where σE represents variation in efficiency, which means that E 

is slightly different at every cycle. Further, PCR efficiency may not only vary 

around some mean E, but the mean E is known to decrease as cycle number 

increases. This phenomenon, observed as reaching a plateau, is well 

documented in both the forensic and biological literature8,9. The changing 

concentration of reagents and amplicons play an important role in this 

phenomenon8,9. Therefore, qPCR raw signal data was studied in order to explore 

the relationship between PCR amplicon numbers and the mean E. Once the 

relationship was established, the deviation of PCR efficiency and the change in 

PCR efficiency were incorporated into the model. To evaluate the effect of σE, 

four values, 0%, 5%, 10%, and 20%, were utilized. The use of the four values 

was included in the study since the real value of the variability is unknown.  

   1.4    The Effect of Serial Dilutions 

 Studies which examine the effects of serial dilutions can be seen in many 

types of studies including those which examined bacterial counts10,11, 
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immunoassays12 and STR signals13. In forensic settings, when samples with 

large quantities of DNA are tested, the profiles are likely to have off-scale allele 

peak heights and possible artifacts causing difficulty during interpretation. On the 

other hand, samples with small quantities result in the loss of information or, in 

the extreme case, sub-par comparisons. As a consequence, samples may need 

to be diluted to an optimal mass range so that the product of the amplification 

can result in a profile that leads to a correct interpretation. However, Liao and 

Duan suggested that it is necessary to take dilution error into consideration when 

calculating the original concentration of a sample after serial dilution14. Grgicak et 

al. (2010) also found that the serial dilutions can have a substantial influence on 

the calibration curves in a forensic setting15. The error generated by serially 

diluting a sample has also been studied within the context of statistics16,17, 

microbiology10,11, and epidemiology 12. Despite the errors associated with the 

process, Kontanis and Reed (2006) suggested that the use of serial dilution 

could decrease the amount of inhibitors in the amplification, resulting in an 

increase in the PCR efficiency18. Given the fact that most validation studies 

consist of samples that have been serially diluted, it is of interest to evaluate its 

effects on peak height variability. 

  1.5    Pipetting Error and Sampling Error 

 Sampling error is a part of the dilution process as is pipetting error. Pipette 

error may originate from individual pipettes as well as individual operators. 

Pipette error has been incorporated into the dynamic model (Figure 1.) as 
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standard deviations and relative standard deviations, and were based on the 

ISO8655, values for acceptable accuracy and precision ranges of pipettes19. In 

addition, sampling error is also a source of peak variability. Sampling error is the 

variation that occurs when different aliquots of liquid contain varying numbers of 

copies of an allele. For instance, a 1 µL aliquot of liquid may contain 10 copies of 

allele 1 and 9 copies of allele 2. If the same extract was used for a second 

amplification, the second 1 µL aliquot may contain 8 and 12 copies of allele 1 and 

2, respectively. These sampling variations have been studied before, and have 

been modeled with binomial and Poisson distributions13,20,21. If a sample has a 

low copy number of DNA, it is possible that the aliquot contains 0 copies of the 

allele. In this instance, allele drop-out is the result. However, Higgins et al. 

suggested that sampling error is relatively small compared to the dilution error 

and does not cause inaccuracy in the result of the immunoassay12. 

In the forensic field, since it is not-uncommon to encounter samples with 

low DNA quantity and quality, it is of interest to examine how serial dilutions 

affect the STR signal. 

 

2.0      Characterizing Change in PCR efficiency (ΔE) with cycle number  

  2.1     Methods 

    2.1.1     Sample Preparation 

Four previous run real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) 

data sets using Quantifiler® Duo DNA Quantification kit (Applied Biosystems, 
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Foster City, CA) were obtained. The data included information for 60 samples 

total. This included 16 samples from RD08-0006(062708CMG), 16 samples from 

RD08-0005(012109CMG), 24 samples from QC013(030212CMG), and 4 

samples from RD08-0006(103009CMG). The samples contained eight different 

starting DNA amounts (50, 16.67, 5.56, 1.85, 0.617, 0.206, 0.069, 0.023 ng/µL). 

All samples went through the qPCR thermal cycling process with denaturing 

temperature of 95°C for 15 seconds, and annealing/elongation temperature of 

60°C for 1 minute for 40 cycles. The fluorescent intensity at each cycle was 

recorded, and the results were exported for further analysis.  

    2.1.2     Real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) 

The Quantifiler® Duo DNA Standard (200 ng/µL) was used to generate all 

of the standard dilutions. Serial dilutions were conducted and 8 different starting 

DNA concentrations (50, 16.67, 5.56, 1.85, 0.617, 0.206, 0.069, 0.023 ng/µL) 

were obtained for the study. For each sample, the reagents of the reaction 

included 12.5 µL of the PCR reaction mix and 10.5 µL of the primer mix along 

with 2 µL of the DNA standard samples. The PCR reaction mix consisted of 

AmpliTaq Gold® DNA Polymerase (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and 

deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTP), and the primer mix consisted of primers, 

probes and an passive reference control labeled with ROXTM Dye. The 

fluorescent dye does not emit light while it is coupled with the probe. During the 

PCR step, the endonuclease activity of the Taq polymerase releases the 

fluorescent dye from the probe, and as a consequence, the fluorescence is 
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detected. As the PCR reaction progresses, the fluorescence intensity increase 

since more of the fluorescent dyes are released from the probes. At the end of 

each cycle, a fluorescent signal reading was obtained using Applied Biosystems 

7500 Real-Time PCR System with Sequence Detection Software v1.4.1; and it is 

this signal which was used to develop a relationship between fluorescence and 

amplicon concentration. 

    2.1.3   Relationship Between Fluorescence and Amplicon Concentration 

The starting DNA concentrations were used to calculate the theoretical 

concentration at each cycle, and the theoretical concentration was determined by 

assuming the DNA concentration doubles during each round of qPCR. The 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) efficiency at each cycle using fluorescent 

signals was also calculated using the following formula 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = !!!!
!!

− 1   (Equation 2.), 

where n was the cycle number, Fn was the fluorescent signal reading at cycle n, 

and Fn+1 was the fluorescent signal reading at cycle n+1.  

Another assumption is that the fluorescence proportionally represents the 

DNA amplicon quantity during the whole process5–7.  Thus, when the value 

equals 1, the amount of DNA is doubling. Since a relationship between 

fluorescence and DNA amplicon concentration – which is unknown – was 

necessary, the Efficiency according to Equation 2. was calculated for all qPCR 

standards. Since the early phases of qPCR show no growth in fluorescence 

intensity – due to detection limits of the system – early points in the cycle were 
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discarded. Further, since plateauing is known to occur, the growth in 

fluorescence seen in later cycles were also discarded. Thus, to evaluate the 

relationship between measured fluorescence and amplicon concentration, only 

qPCR cycles with an efficiency closest to one were recorded. To estimate the 

“theoretical amplicon concentration”, Equation 1. was utilized; with the 

assumption that the E is 1 in early phases of cycling. For example, if a sample 

with C0 = 50 ng/µL resulted in an E ≅ 1 at cycle 25, then that raw fluorescence at 

cycle 25 was recorded – plotted against the theoretical concentration of 50 ∙ 2!". 

In summary, by examining all available data in this way, a plot of fluorescence 

versus theoretical amplicon concentration was generated. An ordinary least 

squares regression ensued, and the slope was taken as the calibration sensitivity 

(i.e. the change in fluorescent signal with every 1 ng/µL increase in amplicon 

concentration). 

    2.1.4     Equation of The Change in Efficiency 

After the relationship between fluorescence and amplicon concentration 

was established, the change in efficiency (ΔE) at each cycle was evaluated in an 

effort to establish the relationship between the concentration of the amplicon and 

the change in efficiency (ΔE). The change in efficiency (ΔE) was calculated at 

each cycle as 

𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒  𝑖𝑛  𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦  (𝛥𝐸) = 1− 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦      (Equation 3.). 

When the value equals 0, it means the efficiency is 1, and there are no 

observable plateauing effects. It is the optimal value, and the value most 
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commonly assumed. When the ΔE value starts increasing, it suggests that the 

PCR efficiency is decreasing from 1, and the PCR is entering plateau phase. 

Therefore, to empirically determine the change in efficiency (ΔE) with number of 

amplicons, the ΔE was plotted against the theoretical number of amplicons for 

cycle n; where it was assumed that 1 diploid copy was 0.0063 ng of DNA. This 

resulted in 842 data points which were fit with an exponential function using Igor 

Pro software v6.36 (WaveMetrics, Inc.). The resultant equation was used in the 

PCR module of the dynamic model. 

 

  2.2     Results and Discussions 

    2.2.1     Fluorescence Versus Theoretical Amplicon Concentration 

There are myriad studies that aim to characterize, model or discuss the 

PCR efficiency and the mechanisms by which it changes. One such study 

suggested that the cycle efficiencies were stable and close to 1 at early cycles of 

PCR, and starts decreasing toward 0 as cycle number increases8. Similarly, other 

work showed that the efficiency is constant; however, this was only possible 

when the PCR was using an optimized procedure22. If constant PCR efficiency is 

assumed, it might provoke inaccuracy in the PCR model. Thus, it is of interest to 

develop a PCR model free from these assumptions23. 

Therefore, in this study, the efficiencies at every cycle, for all samples, 

were calculated based on empirical data. The raw fluorescence data obtained 

from the qPCR were used. The results showed that the efficiencies were not 
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constant during the whole thermal cycling process and the values fluctuated at 

early cycles. This phenomenon has been seen in the literature using different 

calculation methods6,24,25. Therefore, the data at the early cycles was not used 

during analysis because the background noise was unpredicable26.  

The efficiencies then became stable and fell between 0 to 1 after cycle 

number 20 for samples with the largest initial amount concentration of DNA. The 

efficiency then started to decrease to 0 once sufficient cycle numbers were 

reached, and large numbers of amplicons were synthesized. Furthermore, it was 

observed that the cycle numbers where the efficiencies approached 1 increased 

as the initial amount of DNA decreased indicating that, as expected, the 

fluorescence was reaching detectable levels later in cycling when there were 

fewer initial copies of DNA. Not only is this result expected, but it has been 

observed previously27.  For example, Bustin also observed this and suggested 

analyzing data with stable cycle efficiencies in order to gain more quantitative 

precision28.  

In this study, only the cycle with the efficiency closest to 1 was chosen 

from each sample, and the fluorescence value along with the projected amplicon 

concentration (calculated using Equation 1.) at that cycle from each data set as 

calculated by the methods described in Section 2.1.3 were included and graphed 

(Figure 4.). 
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Figure 4. Scatterplot of the theoretical concentration versus the fluorescent 
signal of qPCR data when efficiency ≅	 1. 
 

Qualitatively, it is observed that there is a strong linear correlation 

between the measured fluorescent signal and the expected concentration of 

amplicon at cycleE=1. The graph was then fit with a line, and the following linear 

equation was generated: 

𝐹!≅! = 6.33251×10!!"𝐶!!! + 1.7747×10!!    (Equation 4.), 

where FE≅1 was fluorescent signal obtained when E ≅	  1, and CE=1 was nominal 

concentration (ng/µL) obtained via Equation 1. 

This result was consistent with data published by Higuchi et al. who report 

that the fluorescence and amplicon concentration have a linear relationship7. 
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This regression equation was used to calculate the actual DNA concentration at 

every cycle, and the data of the actual concentration was subsequently used for 

the change in efficiency (ΔE) study. 

    2.2.2     Change in Efficiency (ΔE) Versus Actual Amplicon Concentration 

Many variations can affect PCR efficiency during the PCR process, 

including template concentration, depletion of reagents, and accumulation of the 

amplicons29. Other experimental designs may cause additional variation in the 

process as well. As a result, it has been suggested that the assumption of 

constant efficiency could lead to inaccurate results during PCR quantification30. 

Therefore, this study attempted to determine the change in efficiency (ΔE) during 

the end stages of thermal cycling in an attempt to estimate the drop in efficiency 

with amplicon concentration. 

The change in efficiency (ΔE), calculated using Equation 3., for all cycles 

with appreciable fluorescence were plotted versus the nominal amplicon 

concentration which was calculated using Equation 4.  The data was fitted with 

an exponential function (Figure 5.).  The following regression equation was 

generated: 

𝛥𝐸 = 1− 𝑒!!.!"##×!"!!"!    (Equation 5.), 

where ΔE was the change in efficiency and N was the number of the amplicons 

generated during cycle n. 
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Figure 5. Scatterplot of the change in PCR efficiency (ΔE) versus the nominal 
number of amplicons. 
 

The cycle efficiencies were found to be different at each cycle. 

Additionally, the change in efficiency has a larger variation with lower amplicon 

concentration. As the amplicon concentration increases, the change in efficiency 

also increases in an exponential fashion. In other words, the efficiencies 

decrease as more DNA molecules are generated. The change in efficiency 

approached 1 when the copy number of the DNA molecules was approximately 

13*109, indicating a significant number of amplicons are required before PCR 

plateau is reached. 
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This exponential relationship was subsequently implemented in the 

dynamic model of the forensic DNA process detailed in Section 1.2 of this thesis 

which was recently updated by Wellner, Rowan and Grgicak31. 

3.0     Characterizing the effect of serial dilutions on DNA signal 

  3.1     Methods 

    3.1.1     Simulated Data 

In the dilution module of the dynamic model, three stock solutions were 

used: 1000 ng/µL, 1 ng/µL, and variable. The variable stock solutions were 0.1 

ng/µL and 0.01 ng/µL. Profiles for the final target levels of 0.125 ng, 0.031 ng and 

0.013 ng were generated. Therefore, the variable stock solutions did not require 

a serial dilution process, while data generated from the concentrated stocks of 

1000 ng/µL and 1 ng/µL did. The 1000 ng/µL stock solution samples required 

larger dilutions and more dilution steps to obtain the final target than the 1 ng/µL 

stock solution sample. The dilutions used for each sample group are listed in 

Table 1.. In addition, pipette error was also incorporated into the model when 

pipetting was required. The standard deviations and relative standard deviations 

are listed in Table 2.. 
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Table 1. The serial dilutions used for different stock solutions and final target of 
the sample. 
 

Stock 
Solutions 

Final Target = 
0.125 ng 

Final Target = 
0.031 ng 

Final Target = 
0.013 ng 

Variable N/A N/A N/A 
1 ng/µL 10:90 10:90→10:90 10:90→10:90 

1000 ng/µL 1:99→1:99 1:99→1:99→10:90 1:99→1:99→10:90 
 

Table 2. The standard deviations and the relative standard deviations of the 
pipette volume used for the model. 
 
Pipetter 
Volume 

(µL) 

Standard Deviation of 
the Pipette Volume 

Volume 
into Amp 

(µL) 

Relative Standard deviation 
of the Pipette Volume 

1 0.14 1.25 11.2% 
10 0.14 1.3 4.52% 
90 0.85 3.1 10.8% 
99 0.85   

 

In the PCR module, three possible amounts, which were 1.25 µL for the 

final target of 0.125 ng; 3.1 µL for the final target of 0.031 ng, and 1.3 µL for the 

final target of 0.013 ng, were transferred. In addition, the reaction was run for 32 

dynamic cycles, which represents a 29-cycle amplification.  

The relative deviation of PCR efficiency (σE) was varied. Values of 0%, 

5%, 10%, and 20% were used. In addition, deviation during the capillary 

electrophoresis (CE) is also part of the dynamic model whereby the relative 

standard deviation of the CE set-up and injection was set to a constant 10%. The 

calibration sensitivities were locus dependent, and the values previously 

determined by Rowan1 were utilized. Though the dynamic model can also 
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produce stutter peaks, noise signal and incorporate qPCR error, these were all 

set to 0 during this study.  

The model was used to generate a hundred sample profiles for each final 

target for each stock solution for 0, 5, 10 and 20% of the σE; totaling 3600 

dynamic runs. The output results included information on the known simulated 

genotype, the initial copy number input into the amplification for every allele 

value, and the corresponding peak height value in relative fluorescent unit (RFU). 

Thus, each profile contained 15 STR loci: D8S1179, D21S11, D7S820, CSF1PO, 

D3S1358, TH01, D13S317, D16S539, D2S1338, D19S433, vWA, TPOX, 

D18S51, D5S818, and FGA, which represents a simulated AmpFLSTR® 

Identifiler® Plus profile obtained after a 29-cycle amplification run on a 3130 

Genetic Analyzer32.  

    3.1.2     The Frequency of Drop-out 

 Since one goal of the study was to assess the cause of allelic drop-out 

and the effect of the serial dilutions on frequency of drop-out, peak heights (in 

RFU) were compared the known simulated profile, and those alleles with a peak 

height of 0 RFU were identified. The alleles which exhibited a peak height of 0 

RFU were then compared to the initial copy number, input into the amplification. 

The purpose of this was to elucidate the main cause of the peak height drop-out; 

and to determine whether allele drop-out was due to; 1) sampling; 2) PCR 

variations; or 3) a combination of both factors. All of those peak heights of 0 RFU 

were collected and sorted based on locus, relative deviation of PCR efficiency 
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(σE), target number, and stock solution concentration. The frequency of drop-out 

(f(DO)) was calculated as per the following equation; 

f 𝐷𝑂 = Number  of  alleles  with  0  RFU/  Total  number  of  alleles  (Equation 6.). 

The peak height data was further filtered using analytical threshold of 50 RFU, 

and the number of alleles with peak height smaller than 50 RFU was obtained 

and used as the numerator for calculation of the f(DO), in order to assess the 

impact of the analytical threshold on f(DO).  

    3.1.3     Peak Height Analysis 

 All of the peak heights of 0 RFU described in the previous section were 

removed. The peaks with heights greater than 0 were sorted according to locus, 

relative deviation of PCR efficiency (σE), target mass, and the concentration of 

the stock solution. Histograms of peak heights were created using the auto-set 

bins function provided in Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Inc.), and regression analysis 

was conducted using Gaussian and log-normal functions. The residuals were 

used to assess which regression functions resulted in the best fit to the data. 

After the distribution of the data was determined, the average peak height and 

standard deviation of the peak height were acquired from the coefficients of the 

regression. The goal was to assess the effect of serial dilutions on the average of 

peak heights, the spread, and to evaluate whether the distribution changed. 

    3.1.4     Peak Height Equivalency Analysis 

The peak height data was also analyzed by calculating the peak height 

equivalency (PHE). To accomplish this, the peak height data, the same data set 
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that was examined in Section 3.1.3, was sorted based on locus, and the 

maximum peak height was identified. The peak height equivalency was 

calculated as per;  

𝑃𝐻𝐸 = 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘  ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡  
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘  ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡  (Equation 7.). 

Because of the way it is calculated, the PHE is always between 0 and 1. By 

comparing the PHE, the reproducibility can be assessed. If the experiments are 

reproducible, the PHE is expected to be close to 1. When the value of the PHE is 

close to 0, it means that reproducibility between amplifications is poor. Thus, if 

serially diluting highly concentrated stock solutions introduces additional 

variance, the PHE’s spread would increase and/or the mean PHE would 

decrease. Therefore, normalized cumulative histograms were created using 

PHEs from every locus within the same relative deviation of PCR efficiency (σE) 

and target amount. The medians, and ranges for each group were determined 

and compared between data sets.  

 

  3.2     Results and Discussions 

    3.2.1     The Frequency of Drop-out 

The peak heights of alleles of homozygous loci were removed from the 

data set such that only heterozygous loci were considered. In total, there were 

85,684 heterozygous alleles examined. Of the 85,684 heterozygous alleles 

evaluated, 25,120 alleles dropped out. Of these, 25,119 alleles had zero copies 

at the initial cycle of PCR, indicating that the majority of the drop-out using the 
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model occurred due to sampling and only one drop-out occurred due to the 

insufficient amplification of an allele that was present (0.004%) (Table 3.). This 

corroborates the findings of Hedges who also suggested that the sampling error 

is the major source of the serial dilution variance10. However, it is contrary to 

Higgins et al. who stated that sampling error was shown to be negligible during 

immunoassay analysis12. Table 3. shows the frequency of drop-out obtained for 

each target level studied here, and like Higgins et al., shows that sampling 

effects predominately influence low-copy samples. Specifically, it is observed that 

almost all allelic drop-out events occurred when the target was less than or equal 

to 0.031 ng of DNA (i.e. ~5 copies of an allele).  

 

Table 3. Number of allele drop-out (DO) due to sampling and PCR at three 
targets. Data of each target included all relative deviations of PCR efficiency (σE), 
stock solutions and serial dilutions. 
 

 
Target (ng) 

0.125 0.031 0.013 

Number of Allele DO 
Due to Sampling 26 12620 12473 

Number of Allele DO 
Due to PCR 0 1 0 

Number of Allele in 
Known Profile 28560 28644 28480 
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It should be noted that no analytical threshold was applied and thus, if a 

DNA molecule was present in the amplification, it was likely to result in a peak 

with a peak height > 1 RFU. 

However, many forensic laboratories utilize an analytical threshold of 50 

RFU.  In this case, there were 27,603 alleles below threshold – an increase of 

2,483 – suggesting that if an analytical threshold is applied, amplification 

variations impact the number of peaks which pass the detection threshold; 

despite the presence of the DNA molecule in the amplification tube. This 

suggests that when evaluating the source of allelic drop-out in a forensic profile, 

higher analytical thresholds result in larger drop-out rates, and that both sampling 

and PCR effects can influence these rates. However, the majority of drop-out is 

due to the total absence of a DNA template molecule in the amplification. 

Therefore, from a practical perspective, 64%, 0.8%, and 16% of alleles at 0.125 

ng, 0.031 ng, and 0.013 ng sample target (Table 4.) could be detected with post-

PCR enhancement such as larger injection times or post-PCR purification. In a 

similar vein, Kinnaman showed that post-PCR purification can increase the 

number of alleles detected by 76% and 100% for 5 second and 10 second 

injection time for the lowest DNA target of 0.0625 ng respectively33. While Smith 

and Ballantyne showed that the post-PCR purification cannot recover a full profile 

with DNA samples at 0.039 ng and below34. These studies corroborate this 

study’s findings, which suggest that if an analytical threshold is used, and there is 

enough DNA present in the amplification, some signal can be regained by post-
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PCR enhancements. However, the data presented here introduces the notion 

that post-PCR enhancement will not be able to recover the majority of signal from 

low-template samples which are subjected to sampling effects. 

 

Table 4. Number of allele drop-out at analytical threshold (AT) of 50 RFU and 
potential allele recovery (%) 
 

 
Target (ng) 

0.125 0.031 0.013 

Number of Allele Drop-
out at AT=50  72 12719 14812 

The Potential Allele 
Recovery 64% 0.8% 16% 

 

Frequency of drop-out (f(DO)) was also evaluated with data generated 

from utilization of diverse serial dilutions – the results are shown in Table 5. It 

was found that the effect of the serial dilutions was minimal when samples had a 

large amount of DNA (0.125 ng). However, the effect of serial dilutions became 

pronounced when smaller quantities of the DNA samples were assessed. The 

frequency of drop-out for samples without using serial dilutions was 

approximately 37%. The number increased to approximately 48% when serial 

dilutions were utilized, regardless of the relative deviation of the PCR efficiency 

(σE). Higgins et al. also concluded that the serial dilution error decreased when 

the number of target molecules increased12. Specifically, Higgins at el. evaluated 

serial dilutions error by simulating two immunoassay models that have dilution 
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error incorporated, and showed that the difference between the value of the true 

concentration and the simulated concentration is relatively small and consistent 

suggesting the higher the target, the more accurate the simulated data12. This is 

a substantial outcome as it suggests, DNA samples that were not subjected to 

serial dilutions always had a lower frequency of drop-out than those that had 

serial dilutions. 

Interestingly, an increase in the relative deviations of PCR efficiency (σE) 

caused few differences in the frequency of drop-out (f(DO)), suggesting again 

that sampling effects play a major role in attaining full profiles. 

 

Table 5. Rate of drop-out (%) with different relative deviations of PCR efficiency 
(σE), stock solutions, dilutions, and targets. An analytical threshold of 0 RFU was 
applied. 
 

Target 
(ng) 

Stock 
Solution 
(ng/µL) 

Dilution 
Relative Deviation of PCR efficiency 

(σE,%) 
0 5 10 20 

0.125 
1000 1:99→1:99	   0.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 

1 10:90	   0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 
0.1 N/A	   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.031 
1000 1:99→1:99→10:90	   48.4 51.2 47.8 46.9 

1 10:90→10:90	   44.9 46.3 47.9 46.9 
0.01 N/A	   37.2 38.8 36.8 36.5 

0.013 
1000 1:99→1:99→10:90	   46.7 46.3 50.3 50.6 

1 10:90→10:90	   45.2 45.6 45.3 47.7 
0.01 N/A	   36.1 38.6 37.0 36.4 
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The analytical threshold of 50 RFU was also applied to these data (Table 

6.). The higher analytical threshold generally increased the rate of allele drop-out, 

but the trend among the data stayed the same as when no analytical threshold 

was applied, again suggesting that the application of an analytical threshold 

introduces additional loss of allelic information. 

 

Table 6. Rate of drop-out (%) with different relative deviations of PCR efficiency 
(σE), stock solutions, dilutions, and targets. An analytical threshold of 50 RFU 
was applied. 
 

Target 
(ng) 

Stock 
Solution 
(ng/µL) 

Dilution 
Relative Deviation of PCR efficiency 

(σE,%) 
0 5 10 20 

0.125 
1000 1:99→1:99	   0.1 0.5 0.3 0.6 

1 10:90	   0.1 0.2 0.1 0.6 
0.1 N/A	   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 

0.031 
1000 1:99→1:99→10:90	   48.4 51.2 47.8 48.2 

1 10:90→10:90	   44.9 46.3 47.9 48.1 
0.01 N/A	   37.2 38.8 36.8 38.0 

0.013 
1000 1:99→1:99→10:90	   50.4 51.9 56.8 64.4 

1 10:90→10:90	   49.1 50.4 53.7 61.3 
0.01 N/A	   41.3 44.6 46.7 53.7 
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    3.2.2     Peak Height 

Since homozygous loci have overlapping allele peak height usually, a 

peak height of a homozygous locus is usually divided by two to represent the 

peak height of a single allele. Thus, it is assumed that each peak contributes 

equally to the total peak height observed in the electropherogram. Because of 

this limitation, it is difficult to find a fair method to determine how much of the 

homozygous peak should be attributed to which source. In order to avoid this 

limitation, all of the peak heights from homozygous loci were filtered and 

eliminated from the analysis. The remaining peak heights at all 15 loci were 

examined individually. In order to determine whether there is a single distribution 

that can describe the peak heights at all targets, the Gaussian and log-normal 

functions were fit to the data. A Gaussian function was applied to the data of final 

target of 0.125 ng, and the Gaussian curve fit the distribution of the data well 

(Figure 6. A). A log-normal function was also tested (Figure 6. B), and the 

outcome was similar. 
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Figure 6. Histograms of peak heights with relative deviation of PCR efficiency 
(σE) of 0% at 0.125 ng at locus D8S1179 with A) Gaussian Fits and B) Log-
normal fits. Residuals of the fits are displayed on the top of each plot. ●: stock 
solution of 1000 ng/µL (subjected to large dilutions), ■: stock solution of 1 ng/µL 
(subjected to moderate dilutions), and ▲: variable (subjected to no dilution). 
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In order to determine which function was a better fit for the data, the sum 

of the squared residuals were calculated. If a regression function is representing 

the data well, the residual will approach 0. Large values are indicative of poor fits.  

The result of the sum of the squared residuals for 15 loci for Gaussian fits 

and log-normal fits at 0.125 ng with 0% σE are summarized in Table 7. Overall, 

the Gaussian fits had smaller values in the sum of the squared residuals than the 

log-normal fits. For instance, 12 out of 15 loci resulted in smaller residuals for 

Gaussian fits for the samples which underwent a large dilution. Similarly, 10 out 

of 15 loci for the medium and no dilution samples resulted in smaller residuals 

with Gaussian fits. These results indicate that the Gaussian function fits the peak 

height data better than the log-normal function, and the distribution of the peak 

heights was determined to be Gaussian. On the other hand, the result of the sum 

of the squared residuals at 0.125 ng with 20% σE (Table 8.) shows that the log-

normal function became a better fit of the peak height data than the Gaussian 

function. The results for 0% and 20% σE show that different relative deviations of 

PCR efficiency (σE) could affect the class of distribution of peak height. 
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Table 7. The sum of the squared residuals for 15 loci for the Gaussian and log-
normal fits for samples at 0.125 ng with relative deviation of PCR efficiency of 0% 
(σE). 
 

 Gaussian Fit Log-normal Fit 

Locus Large 
Dilution 

Medium 
Dilution 

No 
Dilution 

Large 
Dilution 

Medium 
Dilution 

No 
Dilution 

D8S1179 14.805 301.619 17.228 59.201 369.855 36.288 
CSF1PO 74.269 57.809 17.456 158.625 46.382 74.529 
D7S820 385.834 134.099 37.021 192.945 336.777 160.375 
D21S11 175.920 11.284 48.175 70.256 59.724 64.150 
D3S1358 6.433 188.778 167.920 55.548 79.092 82.944 
TH01 113.445 63.076 96.873 120.512 68.059 45.155 

D13S317 116.786 63.483 88.388 94.838 114.760 42.448 
D16S539 43.846 109.226 32.026 161.640 48.674 103.437 
D2S1338 11.821 88.684 122.105 95.275 86.608 117.032 
D19S433 61.850 31.784 87.498 308.964 88.520 149.831 
vWA 23.898 38.666 273.501 91.007 158.947 283.650 
TPOX 81.870 8.458 70.616 101.150 11.124 86.526 
D18S51 51.828 91.352 65.527 228.706 167.312 79.744 
D5S818 11.621 56.302 40.532 88.201 43.952 20.319 
FGA 50.342 47.799 80.087 171.042 131.847 106.622 
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Table 8. The sum of the squared residuals for 15 loci for the Gaussian and log-
normal fits for samples at 0.125 ng with relative deviation of PCR efficiency of 
20% (σE). 
 

 Gaussian Fit Log-normal Fit 

Locus Large 
Dilution 

Medium 
Dilution 

No 
Dilution 

Large 
Dilution 

Medium 
Dilution 

No 
Dilution 

D8S1179 17.716 178.955 88.772 11.829 52.941 7.016 
CSF1PO 85.015 83.720 83.368 16.932 11.252 75.590 
D7S820 156.712 152.064 6.535 98.067 79.648 44.526 
D21S11 219.538 47.051 108.242 22.555 181.010 70.410 
D3S1358 54.674 38.533 84.023 10.876 9.622 42.586 
TH01 84.195 78.422 50.784 30.541 24.341 9.987 

D13S317 32.909 81.754 68.283 15.679 33.378 16.099 
D16S539 106.771 116.287 62.171 694.602 93.289 28.028 
D2S1338 24.383 375.784 334.402 74.038 78.235 104.863 
D19S433 96.129 55.643 93.698 49.073 23.096 22.832 
vWA 92.605 97.078 56.136 44.631 18.279 38.003 
TPOX 25.349 30.622 13.195 20.350 18.008 32.825 
D18S51 128.738 11.704 14.568 47.373 103.917 78.956 
D5S818 71.987 30.934 133.698 3.1079 27.176 77.567 
FGA 104.331 134.051 41.182 30.824 24.214 13.355 

 

However, when peak height distribution analysis was attempted with the 

data obtained from low-template samples, (e.g., 0.031 ng and 0.013 ng 

samples), neither the Gaussian, nor log-normal functions could successfully be fit 

to the data. Examination of D7S820 shown in Figure 7. shows that no apex in 

peak heights is reached. This result is observed for most of the data. That is, for 

low-template samples, the number of peak heights in the lower ranges 

continuously increase, resembling an exponential growth rather than a Gaussian 
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or log-normal distribution. The only low-template samples that resulted in an 

apex were those originating from samples not subjected to dilutions. 

 

 
Figure 7. Histograms of peak heights with relative deviation of PCR efficiency 
(σE) of 0% at locus D7S820 with final targets of 0.031 ng (Left Column) and 
0.013 ng (Right Column). Two regression functions were used: Gaussian (Top), 
and Exponential (Bottom). ●: stock solution of 1000 ng/µL (subjected to large 
dilutions), ■: stock solution of 1 ng/µL (subjected to moderate dilutions), and ▲: 
variable (subjected to no dilution). 
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As a result, only the 0.125 ng samples were used to assess; 1) whether 

the Gaussian versus log-normal are good representations of peak height 

distributions, and 2) whether dilutions impact the distributions. The distributions 

of the peak heights at 0.125 ng for 15 loci were evaluated for each locus 

individually. One representative locus from each color channel was chosen and 

the data is shown in Figure 8. 

Furthermore, Table 7. and 8. show the values of the sum of the squared 

residuals for each locus for samples that underwent significant, moderate and no 

dilution. However, there were no consistent changes in these values between 

different levels of dilution at all 15 loci, indicating the distribution of the peak 

heights does not change with dilution-level. 
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Figure 8. Histograms of peak heights with relative deviation of PCR efficiency of 
0% (σE) at 0.125 ng at Locus A) CSF1PO, B) TH01, C) D19S433 and D) 
D5S818. Residuals of the fits are displayed on the top of each plot. ●: stock 
solution of 1000 ng/µL (subjected to large dilutions), ■: stock solution of 1 ng/µL 
(subjected to moderate dilutions), and ▲: variable (subjected to no dilution). 
 

The averages and standard deviations were collected from the coefficient 

values of the Gaussian fits. The averages of the peak heights at all 15 loci were 

graphed using a category plot, where the error bars represent +1 and −1 

standard deviation (Figure 9.). The graph shows that serially diluting the samples 
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did not have any visible, nor consistent, effect on the peak height averages. 

Further, there seemed to be no visible, nor consistent, impact on the standard 

deviation of the peak height. For instance, samples that did not undergo dilution 

had smaller standard deviation at 8 out of 15 STR loci, when compared to 

samples that were diluted 1,000-fold. In conclusion, subjecting samples to large 

dilutions did not result in changes in the properties of the peak height signal. 

 

 

Figure 9. Category plot of the average of peak height of the 15 loci with relative 
deviation of PCR efficiency (σE) of 0% at the final target of 0.125 ng. Error bars 
showed the +1 and -1 standard deviation. 
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    3.2.3     Peak Height Equivalency  

Peak height Equivalency (PHE) was determined as described by Equation 

7. in Section 3.1.4 for every locus for the 36 data sets. There were a total of 100 

samples, per data set. The data were generated according to the inputs provided 

in Table 9. and 10.. The data sets included 4 different relative standard 

deviations of PCR efficiency (σE, 0%, 5%, 10% and 20%), 3 Targets (0.125 ng, 

0.031 ng and 0.013 ng) and 3 different dilution processes (the large dilution, the 

medium dilution and the no dilution). 

Once determined, the PHEs from the different loci within the same data 

set were determined. The means, standard deviations, medians, minimums and 

maximums were identified for every data set. All data are summarized in Table 9. 

and Table 10. 
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Table 9. Calculated mean, standard deviation, median, minimum, maximum and 
range of the PHE with 0% and 5% relative deviation of PCR efficiency (σE). 
 

σE 
(%) 

Target 
(ng) 

Stock 
Solution 
(ng/µL) 

Mean Standard 
Deviation Median Min Max Range 

0 

0.125 
1000 0.412 0.185 0.391 0.040 0.999 0.959 

1 0.443 0.176 0.429 0.043 0.997 0.954 
0.1 0.460 0.175 0.445 0.052 0.994 0.942 

0.031 
1000 0.329 0.169 0.244 0.116 0.970 0.854 

1 0.330 0.170 0.246 0.141 0.997 0.856 
0.01 0.329 0.179 0.239 0.125 0.993 0.868 

0.013 
1000 0.301 0.160 0.238 0.093 0.996 0.903 

1 0.327 0.176 0.247 0.093 0.991 0.898 
0.01 0.315 0.166 0.234 0.099 0.995 0.896 

5 

0.125 
1000 0.399 0.177 0.379 0.035 0.994 0.959 

1 0.418 0.174 0.396 0.039 0.999 0.960 
0.1 0.414 0.170 0.397 0.055 0.971 0.916 

0.031 
1000 0.317 0.173 0.255 0.100 0.950 0.850 

1 0.337 0.169 0.270 0.134 0.996 0.862 
0.01 0.350 0.184 0.271 0.126 0.983 0.857 

0.013 
1000 0.332 0.177 0.271 0.092 0.997 0.905 

1 0.323 0.175 0.262 0.101 0.995 0.894 
0.01 0.311 0.172 0.249 0.078 0.995 0.917 
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Table 10. Calculated mean, standard deviation, median, minimum, maximum 
and range of the PHE with 10% and 20% relative deviation of PCR efficiency 
(σE). 
 

σE 
(%) 

Target 
(ng) 

Stock 
Solution 
(ng/µL) 

Mean Standard 
Deviation Median Min Max Range 

10 

0.125 
1000 0.320 0.163 0.289 0.021 0.967 0.946 

1 0.342 0.161 0.312 0.020 0.997 0.977 
0.1 0.371 0.170 0.347 0.036 0.987 0.951 

0.031 
1000 0.295 0.177 0.237 0.053 0.991 0.938 

1 0.321 0.191 0.258 0.054 0.977 0.923 
0.01 0.319 0.184 0.260 0.086 0.994 0.908 

0.013 
1000 0.294 0.177 0.238 0.060 0.991 0.931 

1 0.301 0.176 0.247 0.041 0.997 0.956 
0.01 0.296 0.175 0.249 0.059 0.995 0.936 

20 

0.125 
1000 0.217 0.154 0.177 0.009 0.996 0.987 

1 0.241 0.162 0.199 0.011 0.995 0.984 
0.1 0.254 0.169 0.211 0.016 0.981 0.965 

0.031 
1000 0.210 0.162 0.160 0.018 0.970 0.952 

1 0.216 0.160 0.166 0.024 0.981 0.957 
0.01 0.229 0.174 0.177 0.022 0.997 0.975 

0.013 
1000 0.227 0.162 0.181 0.026 0.975 0.949 

1 0.256 0.199 0.192 0.018 0.997 0.979 
0.01 0.200 0.155 0.159 0.015 0.983 0.968 

 

Overall, the PHE did not change when different levels of dilution were 

applied to the sample at the same target. For example, when the medians are 

evaluated, there is no consistent trend observed. That is, the PHE did not 

consistently increase, or decrease with dilution-level across the four σE data 

sets. Looking at the ranges of PHE’s (Table 9. & 10.), samples with the same σE 

and same target had no characteristic trend that could be found when different 
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dilution processes were utilized. For example, a trend, the samples with the 

largest dilution had the smallest range and samples without serial dilution had the 

largest range, was found with samples with 0% σE at 0.031 ng; however, the 

opposite trend was also found within samples with 0% σE at 0.125 ng and 0.013 

ng, samples with 10% σE at 0.031 ng, and samples with 20% σE at 0.125 ng and 

0.031 ng.  

Further, when the PHE’s of the data sets for different σEs are compared, 

the ranges of PHEs for samples with 0% σE and 5% σE are indistinguishable; 

however, the ranges of PHE increase as the σE increases to 10% and 20%. 

Furthermore, σE’s affected the PHE median, where the medians decrease as the 

σE increases; an expected result given the PHE is a measure of peak height 

reproducibility and the peak height is expected to be affected by the PCR 

process.. Lastly, though the PHE’s tend to decrease as the DNA template mass 

decreasess, the differences are less striking when σE is large (i.e. 10% and 

20%). 

 

4.0     Conclusions 

The aim of this study was to characterize two variations in the forensic 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) analysis: one was the change in cycle efficiencies of 

the PCR, and the other was the serial dilution effect on DNA signal. For the cycle 

efficiency, there are two sources of variation; one come from random error; and 

another results from the change in efficiency, which decreased with an increase 
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in amplicon production. Real time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) 

raw fluorescence signal was used to characterize the change in efficiency, which 

was later incorporated into the dynamic model. For the second part of the study, 

the effect of serial dilutions was examined. 

To evaluate the change in efficiency, the qPCR efficiencies were 

determined by calculating the ratio of the florescence signals of two consecutive 

cycles. It was observed that the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) fluorescent 

signal was not stable at the early stages of thermal cycling. The signal became 

stable after a sufficient quantity of amplicon was produced. The number of cycles 

required for to reach signal stability depended on the starting amount of DNA, 

where the signal passed the detection threshold later in cycling if there was 

smaller levels of starting material. Once the signal was deemed measurable, 

PCR efficiencies were determined by examining the increase in signal between 

two successive cycles. In early cycles, the efficiency was ≅ 1. In later cycles, 

PCR efficiencies started to decrease because the amount of the DNA molecules 

became large and plateauing effects became detectable. Comparison of the raw 

fluorescence signal and the theoretical concentration of DNA showed that the 

florescence signal had a direct linear relationship with the nominal copy number 

of the DNA molecules. This proportionality was in turn used to establish the 

actual copy number of the DNA molecules after each thermal cycle based on the 

observed fluorescence. A plot of the change in efficiency versus amplicon 

number showed that PCR efficiency decreased in an exponential manner when 
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compared to number of amplicons. This result was incorporated into the dynamic 

model. 

In the study of characterizing the effect of serial dilutions, the source of the 

drop-out, the frequency of drop-out (f(DO)), peak height, and peak height 

equivalency were evaluated. First, it was found that the majority of the peaks 

consisting of 0 RFU resulted from sampling error, and only one drop-out 

originated from insufficient amplification. Secondly, the result of the f(DO) 

showed that the effect of the serial dilution was not potent with samples at higher 

target. However, the effect of serially diluting the sample became recognizable 

with samples amplified using lower DNA targets. However, when an analytical 

threshold was applied, 64%, 0.8%, and 16% of the alleles that dropped out at 

0.125 ng, 0.031 ng, and 0.013 ng were associated with amplification effects. This 

suggests that though the majority of allele loss is due to sampling effects, a 

small, but substantial level of alleles may be recovered by using smaller 

analytical thresholds (or no analytical thresholds) or enhanced post-PCR 

processes. Thirdly, an evaluation of the peak height showed that the distribution 

of the peak height for samples amplified using 0.125 ng with 0% σE was well 

represented with a Gaussian class of distribution. This was determined based on 

the calculation of the sum of the squared residuals. Interestingly, the distribution 

of the peak heights for samples with 0% σE at 0.031 ng and 0.013 ng could not 

be described by a Gaussian or log-normal distribution and may be better 

represented by an exponential relationship. For the 0.125 ng samples, the 
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distribution class did not change between samples that were serially diluted and 

those that were not. However, the distribution changed to log-normal class with 

samples at 0.125 ng with 20% σE, suggesting that the PCR variation can affect 

the class of peak height distribution. In addition, the averages and standard 

deviations of the peak height at 0.125 ng did not change between samples that 

were serially diluted and those that were not. Lastly, analysis of the peak height 

equivalency (PHE) showed that serially diluting concentrated DNA samples did 

not consistently affect peak height reproducibility. However, when PHE was 

evaluated, the median PHE increased with a decrease in the relative deviation of 

PCR efficiency (σE); and was larger for the 0.125 ng sample than with the other 

two low-template targets tested, suggesting both PCR variation and sampling 

effects can impact peak height reproducibility.  

In conclusion, it was determined that the serial dilution does have an effect 

on the frequency of drop-out; and is mainly caused by sampling error. Further, as 

long as the template DNA is present during the amplification process, the effect 

of serial dilutions does not substantially affect the peak height distribution class. 

Further, when PHE was examined, serially diluting a sample did not consistently 

impact the PHE medians, suggesting the reproducibility of peak heights is 

artificially decreased by utilization of dilutions. These results suggest that in order 

to obtain representative drop-out rates from validation samples, the use of serial 

or large dilutions is not recommended post-extraction, or post-quantification. 

Rather, the forensic validation may be best served by generating data from 
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samples where the whole liquid (i.e. whole blood, whole saliva) has been diluted 

prior to cell lysis.  
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